INTEGRATION
Integrate all EVV
data into a
comprehensive
system.
AUTOMATION
Automate
administrative tasks,
such as visit
verifications and
billing

THE TRUSTED EVV SOLUTION
FOR PROGRAM PROVIDERS & FMSAS
Vesta EVV is the #1 Electronic Visit Verification vendor in Texas,
successfully serving over 2,600 Medicaid Program Providers. With
over 180 million historical transactions and 300,000 transactions
each weekday, it’s clear why Vesta EVV is the preferred choice
among Medicaid Program Providers in Texas. Based on years of
experience, Vesta EVV delivers a reliable, easy to use and fully
compliant EVV solution. Vesta EVV includes the following features:
MEMBER MANAGEMENT
View Member’s demographic and EVV information all in one place.
Additionally, Vesta EVV utilizes a process that retrieves and posts
Member Medicaid Eligibility data from TMHP daily, so Member
Eligibility is always verified.

EASY ACCESS
Access from
anywhere, at anytime
with our Vesta Web
Application.

AUTHORIZATIONS
Easily manage and identify Member’s Payer, Program and
Services(s) for all program types. Additionally, Vesta delivers daily
electronic authorization records received from TMHP for Fee for
Service programs, alerting Program Providers and FMSAs to any
changes or discrepancies.
VISITPLAN
Based on service authorizations, VisitPlan makes it easy for
Program Providers to create schedules and assign Service
Attendants to Members who are receiving services.

CONTACT US
Corporate
P: 956.412.1424
F: 956.412.1464
E:
info@VestaEVV.com
1605 W. Tyler Ave.
Harlingen, TX 78550
www.VestaEVV.com
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VISITLOG
Each night, Vesta loads the next day’s schedule into VisitLog. As
employees send start and end times to Vesta, that data is reconciled
with VisitLog.
VISITVERIFY
Visits that cannot be automatically verified can easily be identified
and verified manually with a simple, three-step process in
VisitVerify.
VISIT REPORTS
Vesta provides complete visibility and electronic documentation
with comprehensive reporting features. Say goodbye to information
lags and documentation gaps.

#1 EVV Vendor in Texas & Highest Rating
For a State Contractor (Grade of A)

EASY TO
IMPLEMENT
Vesta EVV provides
an easy path to EVV
implementation with
experienced support
and training teams to
assure every Program
Provider is properly
prepared.
SUPERIOR
SUPPORT
Vesta EVV thorough
training and excellent
customer support to
meet the needs of its
users.

For Program Providers and FMSAs searching for a reliable and
easy-to-use EVV system that streamlines operations while
meeting compliance requirements, look no further than Vesta
EVV. With Vesta, users are able to:
►Integrate all EVV data into a comprehensive system
►Improve operations and individual care
►Enjoy a user-friendly interface
►Access Vesta EVV from anywhere, at anytime
►Meet all federal and state EVV Compliance Requirements
►Meet HIPAA Compliance Requirements
►Interface existing 3rd Party Management System with Vesta
EVV
Plus, Vesta EVV also offers additional business solutions:
Vesta CDV
Vesta CDV (Consumer Directed Verification) is a free simple
solution for Consumer Directed Employers to manage, verify and
approve time. It can be used on any smartphone, tablet, or
computer.
Vesta Biller
Vesta Biller, the #1 billing system for Texas Medicaid Program
Providers, is optimized to work with Vesta EVV to ensure claim
payments on a timely basis.
Trust Vesta EVV! Customer Testimonial
We have been using Vesta for EVV, payroll and billing since 2015.
At its core, it is a solid piece of software, and customer service is
very responsive if we have any problems. They also make
frequent updates to improve it. Being able to approve to
enter/approve our caregivers' hours just once, and then have
those hours flow automatically to payroll and then to billing, has
cut down our workload and errors tremendously!
Thanks
Sam Banerjee
President, Aunt Mae's Home Care
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Fast, Easy & Reliable Methods for
Electronic Visit Verification
SMARTPHONE APP
The Vesta EVV
Mobile App makes it
quick and easy for
Service Attendants
and CDS Employees
to clock in and out
using their own
smartphone. The app
is available for iPhone
and Android devices.
HOME LANDLINE
The Vesta EVV Home
Landline Telephone
Interactive Voice
Response (IVR)
system provides a
reliable way for
Service Attendants
and CDS Employees
to clock in and out a
Home Landline
telephone.
ALTERNATIVE
DEVICE
Vesta EVV Alternative
Devices are
innovative electronic
devices that allow
Service Attendants
and CDS Employees
to clock in and out
when the Vesta
Mobile App or Home
Landline is not
available.

Vesta EVV offers three dependable, accurate, and
user-friendly solutions to verify service delivery and
comply with EVV requirements.
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Vesta Mobile
INCREASED
AUTOVERIFICATION

Vesta Mobile App
users averaged an
82% auto-confirm
rate in January 2019.

PRECISE TIME &
LOCATION
It only records the
location where the
Service Attendant or
CDS Employee
clocks in and clocks
out. It does not track
the user during the
visit.

EFFICIENCY

It offers efficient data
entry with fewer
errors. Service
Attendants and CDS
Employees may view
their schedules
before starting their
shift.

REMINDERS

Service Attendants
and CDS Employees
are reminded to clock
out of their shift to
help them avoid going
over scheduled
hours.

